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AMX by HARMAN Launches Small Format 4K60 Presentation 

Switchers with Built-in Scaling 

 
New 4x1 and 7x1 switchers bring 4K60 4:4:4 and HDCP 2.2 support to conference rooms 

and flipped classrooms 

 
InfoComm (Booth #N1105) – LAS VEGAS – HARMAN Professional Solutions, the global leader in networked 

audio, video, lighting and control systems, today announced the AMX VPX Series Presentation Switchers, a 

family of multi-format presentation switchers that target small conference rooms and flipped classrooms. The 

VPX Series switchers support resolutions up to 4K60 4:4:4 and offer HDCP 2.2 compatibility to support the 

most current sources and displays. 

 

“Conference rooms and flipped classrooms often utilize video switching at the table to simplify the system 

design and implementation,” explains Paul Krizan, Corporate Solutions Manager at HARMAN Professional 

Solutions. “The new AMX VPX Series addresses these applications by providing 4K60 switching in a small 

format that can easily be mounted underneath the table. The switchers offer mirrored HDBaseT and HDMI 

outputs with built-in scaling, making it perfect for active learning pods with a local display and distance transport 

to the main system.” 

 

The AMX VPX Series presentation switchers are available in two options: 

• AMX VPX-1401 – The VPX-1401 is 4x1 switcher with 3 HDMI inputs and 1 VGA input. 

• AMX VPX-1701 – The VPX-1701 is a 7x1 switcher that includes 5 HDMI inputs and 2 VGA inputs. 

 

To simplify system design, VPX Series switchers include built-in scaling, providing automatic adjustment of 

video to match the ideal resolution of the display, with support for resolutions up to 4K60 4:4:4. Because the 

VPX Series includes a mirrored HDBaseT output in addition to HDMI, the switcher can either connect directly to 

a standard HDBaseT input on a display or an AMX DXLite receiver. USB 2.0 distribution is also available over 

HDBaseT, allowing simplified connection to USB peripherals such as an AMX Acendo Vibe mounted near the 

display.  

 

There are a variety of options to control the VPX Series as well. Front panel controls are available, as well as 

contact closure for use with AMX MyTurn Source Selector Buttons. VPX Series switchers are also NetLinx 

Native, allowing simplified integration with AMX automation systems.  

 

“The new AMX VPX Series Presentation Switchers bring advanced technology and an optimized set of 

features, offering incredible value for our corporate and education customers,” says Shaun Robinson, VP, 

Enterprise Solutions at HARMAN Professional Solutions. “This is made possible due to our 30 years of industry 

leadership in video distribution and the economies of scale in the HARMAN supply chain.” 

 

Additional Details 

HARMAN is showing the AMX VPX Series in Booth #N1105 at InfoComm 2018. For further details, we invite 
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you to visit: https://www.amx.com/en-US/product_families/vpx-series.  

 

About HARMAN 

HARMAN (harman.com) designs and engineers connected products and solutions for automakers, consumers, 

and enterprises worldwide, including connected car systems, audio and visual products, enterprise automation 

solutions; and services supporting the Internet of Things. With leading brands including AKG®, Harman 

Kardon®, Infinity®, JBL®, Lexicon®, Mark Levinson® and Revel®, HARMAN is admired by audiophiles, 

musicians and the entertainment venues where they perform around the world. More than 50 million 

automobiles on the road today are equipped with HARMAN audio and connected car systems. Our software 

services power billions of mobile devices and systems that are connected, integrated and secure across all 

platforms, from work and home to car and mobile. HARMAN has a workforce of approximately 30,000 people 

across the Americas, Europe, and Asia. In March 2017, HARMAN became a wholly-owned subsidiary of 

Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. For more information about HARMAN Professional Solutions products and 

solutions, visit https://pro.harman.com.  
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